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INTRODUCTION 
The definition for no-till was given by Phillips (1978) 
as: 
"The introduction of seed into untilled soil by opening 
a narrow slot, trench or band of sufficient width and depth 
for seed coverage and soil contact. This system of planting 
eliminates plowing, disking, harrowing and other conventional 
methods of seedbed preparation." 
No-till planting was used in China several hundred years 
ago for corn and wheat (Figure 1). It was also used by 
American Indian for planting corn. After 1950» no-till was 
reintroducted into America by research workers. Buchele (195^) 
studied no-till ridge planting in Iowa. Barrons and Davidson 
(195^) reported successful application of no-till techniques. 
Bennett (1977) listed advantages and disadvantages of no-till 
production as follows: 
Advantages : 
1. No-till systems effectively control both wind and 
water erosion. 
2. Residue increases water infiltration, reduces 
evaporation, and lowers soil temperature. 
3. No-till production requires less energy than 
conventional tillage. 
4. No-till involves considerably less labor than 
conventional tillage. 
5. Surface-applied fertilizer and lime are available 
to plants. 
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Figure 1. Early no-tillage planter used in China 
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6. In general, no-till crop yields equal or exceed 
yields with conventional tillage. 
7. No-till production system permits maximum flexibility 
in planting and harvesting since the soil is not 
plowed. 
8. No-till makes double cropping possible by reducing 
the time needed for seedbed preparation. 
9. No-till production offers greater flexibility in land 
use. 
Disadvantages: 
1. Chemical costs are high in no-till production systems. 
2. The possibility of pest damage is greater. 
3. No-till production requires better farm management 
than conventional tillage. 
4-. Nitrogen losses from leaching may be high. 
5. There is greater possibility of residual herbicide 
build-up in the soil. 
6. An increase in resistant weed species over time is 
a definite possibility with no-till production system. 
According to the data from No-Till Farmer (1979), the area 
of land in conservation tillage increased sharply from the 
early 1970s (Table 1). But no-till accounts for only a small 
proportion of the land in conservation tillage, and the amount 
of land in no-till has not increased much in recent years. 
This suggests that the potential for no-till with available 
planting system and herbicides is more limited than for other 
Table 1 .  Land in conservation tillage in the United States^ 
Year No-Till Minimum-Till 
million acres --
Total Percentage of harvested 
cropland 
1973 4.9 39.1 k k . O  13.9 
1975 6.5 4-9.7 56.2 17.0 
1976 7.5 52.1 59.6 18.0 
1977 7.3 62.7 70.0 2 0 . 7  
1978 7.1 67.7 74.8 22.6 
1979 7.6 71.6 79.2 23.2 
^Data from No-Till Farmer (1979), based on estimates by SCS state 
agronomists. 
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kinds of conservation tillage. 
Ridge planting is defined as a method of planting in 
which the seed is planted on ridge which are formed with a 
lister or similar tillage tool (ASAE Engineering Practice: 
ASAE EP291.1» 1981). Buchele (195^) found that the ridge-
farmed corn produced a significantly higher yield than any 
other soil conserving farming system. Buchele et al. (1955) 
also reported that a ridge-plant system of row crop production 
conserved soil and water and produced well. Behn (1982) listed 
some advantages of planting in a ridge, these included: 
1. The residue falls in valleys between ridge rows so 
there is little or no residue to bother planter. 
2. Ridge is free of residue and warm up quickly. 
3. Tops of ridge dry out quickly. 
4. The residue in valleys helps support tractor in wet 
spots. 
5. Tops of ridges I always moist, firm, and mellow, are a 
perfect seedbed with no tillage of any kind. 
6. Ridges allow earlier planting. 
7. Less machinery is needed. 
8. Saving in energy used. 
The objectives of this research were to evaluate the 
performance of planters for planting corn in the no-till 
ridge farming and to report the yield and plant count data 
so that conclusions can be reached for evaluating this system. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
When planting corn, American Indians dug a hole in the 
ground and placed a dead fish and several kernels in the hole 
and covered them with soil. These early farmers practiced 
no-till with starter fertilizer according to the terms that 
we use today. 
Before I6OO A.D., farmers in Northern China used the 
small two-row planter to plant corn, wheat and sorghum on 
the untilled field. Although the planter was only a two-row 
unit and did not have any metering system for the seed, it 
was the first no-till planter used in Chinese farming history. 
Smith (1978) stated that no-till planters incorporate 
mechanical components for performing functions such as; 
1. Till a narrow band of soil just ahead of the furrow 
opener to provide a seedbed. 
2. Open a furrow in the tilled soil. 
3. Meter the seed. 
4. Place the seed in the open furrow. 
5. Cover the seed. 
6. Firm the seedbed. 
Smith {1978) also stated that nonuniform emergence of 
seedlings is a problem which is encounted in some no-till 
situations. This problem is usually caused by improper seed 
placement, such as inconstant depth, and/or by inadequate soil 
cover over the seed. Erbach (198O) reviewed conservation 
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tillage planting and concluded that a good planter must be 
developed to: 
1. operate in plant residue without blocking. 
2. not deposit residue into the seed zone. 
3. uniformly place and cover seeds. 
Mulch tillage was developed for wheat by Duley and Russel 
(1939) in Nebraska during the late 1930s. They found that 
mulch is the key to reduce soil erosion by wind and water. 
Following the success of developing mulch-tillage equipment 
for wheat, Duley and Russel (19^2) in Nebraska, and Shedd and 
Norton (1943) in Iowa, attempted to adapt the practice to 
corn. An experiment conducted by Shedd and Norton (19^3) 
showed that conventional equipment could not be used to grow 
corn in crop residue successfully. Poynor (1951) conceived 
and developed the till-planter manufactured by International 
Harvester Co. and applied for a patent in 194?. Unfortunately 
the till-planter was not accepted by the farmer at that time. 
When the sales of the till-planter proved unsatisfactory, 
International Harvester Co. discontinued the line. But some 
machines were given to various agricultural engineering 
departments and these were the starting point for development 
of the system in Nebraska, 1961 and Kansas, 19^3« 
From Nebraska Entension Service (I961), Hurlbut and 
Wittmuss began work on rebuilding the IH till-planter in 1955 
at Lincoln. They modified the planter so that it included sweep, 
trash guard and mounting frame, planter with seed wheel, and 
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covering disks. Wittmuss and Swanson (1964) conducted runoff 
and soil loss studies on approximately 3.3 percent sloping 
land using simulated rainfall in June and July of 196I. The 
till-planting reduced soil losses to one-third that of 
conventional tillage, and no-till reduced soil loss to one-
twelfth that of conventional tillage. Fleischer Mfg. Co. began 
production of till-planter in 196I. Several authors had 
discussed the till-plant system: Wittmuss et aJ. (1971a), 
Fisher and Lane (1973) 
Besides the till-planter, several modifications have 
been made to conventional planter to operate in no-till 
condition. A common modification of conventional planters for 
planting in minimum tillage conditions is to mount a rolling 
coulter in front of the seed opener (Duley and Russel, 19^2; 
Triplett et al., 1963; Wittmuss et aj.., 1971b; Carreker ejt al., 
1972; Gard and McKibben, 1973; Sanford et al., 1973; Allen 
et al., 1975; îownsend and Chinsuwan, 1976; Hyde et al., 1979; 
and Gallaher, 1980). 
Schaaf et al. (198O) investigated the performance of 
numerous types of cutting coulters which could be used in 
no-till planting. They concluded that: 
1. As coulter diameter increases, vertical force required 
to secure a given depth of penetration increases. 
2. It is important to consider the influence of trash 
on coulter performance before coulter selection can 
be made. 
3. Coulter shape (i.e. plain, fluted, ripple or notched) 
had no significant effect on soil reaction forces. 
4. Soil disturbance was less for coulters with larger 
diameter and narrower projected widths. 
Tompkins and Bledsoe (1979) developed a vibratory furrow 
opening tool to clear the trash for minimum tillage planter. 
Buchele (1979) developed a rotary tiller slot planter with 
rotary blades mounted on either side of a split-tube chisel 
furrow opener. The rotary blades chop any plant residue 
collecting on the chisel and till the soil in the seed zone. 
Shyy (1981) rebuilt the rotary tiller slot planter and 
evaluated it for planting in no-till fields. No plugging 
occurred in field testing, and the planter flexed to follow 
to the surface of the land. The rpm of the hydraulic motor, 
however, was not stable so an evenly-spaced seeding was not 
achieved. The planter also experienced some difficulties in 
following the center of the ridge which caused uneven 
planting depth. 
Sopher et al. (1970) studied furrow openers and concluded 
that; 
1. Double-disk opener planters are adequate for planting 
in soft friable soil but are not satisfactory in 
hard, compacted soils. Residue accumulation is no 
problem, but because of difficulty with soil 
penetration, double-disk openers are not recommended. 
2. Planters with fluted coulters had no residue build-up 
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problem, are capable of planting at high speeds, have 
a high degree of versatility of fertilizer placement, 
and are satisfactory for all but the heavier or more 
compact soils. 
3.. Single-disk openers are quite simple, are capable of 
penetrating hard soil, and are not susceptible to 
residue accumulation. 
4. Hoe openers penetrate the soil well but are susceptible 
to residue accumulation. 
Erbach (1980) listed the requirements of planters for 
conservation tillage. These included: 
1. The need for a device to cut plant residue. 
2. Uniform penetration of the soil, 
3. Sufficient tillage in the seed zone for obtaining 
good seed-soil contact. 
4. Uniform seeding depth. 
5. Adequate covering of the seed. 
6. Proper soil firming over the seed. 
7. Capability of following the contour. 
Erbach (1980) also stated that it was necessary to 
develop a base of information on the characteristics of 
conservation-tilled soils and of plant residue to make 
significant progress in planter design. 
The adoption of no-till has been heralded as an important 
soil conservation practice (Blevins and Thomas, 1978). Schwab 
et al. (1981) listed the major effects of vegetation in 
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reducing erosion by no-till as: 
1. Interception of rainfall by absorbing the energy of 
the raindrops and thus reducing runoff. 
2. Retardation of erosion by decreased surface velocity. 
3. Physical restraint of soil movement. 
4. Improvement of aggregation and porosity of the soil 
by roots and plant residue. 
5. Increased biological activity in the soil. 
6. Transpiration, which decreases soil moisture, 
resulting in increased storage capacity. 
Studies conducted by Harrold (1972) indicated that soil 
erosion, occurring during high energy rain storms in July 19^9i 
resulted in the following losses: conventional tillage plots 
on 6 percent slope lost 7.2 t/ha; no-till plots on 9 percent 
slope lost.0.013 t/ha; and no-till plots on steep, 21 percent 
slope lost 0.067 t/ha. He concluded that soil losses in 
no-till are reduced practically to zero if an adequate surface 
mulch is maintained. Bennett et (1973) reported no 
observable soil losses from corn plants in sod-planted systems 
on a slope of 15 percent. Shanholts and Lillard (19^9) in 
no-till studies conducted in Virginia reported a decrease in 
surface water runoff. Moldenhauer et al. (1971) collected the 
data found in Table 2 which show that I.5 t/acre of crop 
residue spread on untilled soils (no-till ridge planting 
treatment) reduced the quantity of soil lost when compared with 
conventional tillage (crop residue plowed under with moldboard 
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Table 2. Runoff and soil losses as affected "by slope and 
tillage systems with simulated rainfall 
Slope Tillage system Total 
runoff 
(in) 
Soil 
loss 
(t/a) 
Ratio of soil 
loss to runoff 
(t/a/in) 
Conventional 5.8 20.1 3.5 
Till-plant 4.8 11.3 2.4 
No-till ridge 6.4 6.8 1.0 
6.99G Conventional 
Till-plant 6.0 28.0 4.8 
No-till ridge 6.1 8.0 1.3 
9.09S Conventional 5.2 36.7 7.1 
Till-plant 4.8 25.0 5.2 
No-till ridge 6.0 5.9 1.0 
^Adapted from Moldenhauer et al., 1971 • 
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plow) during simulated rains on sloping land. The rows were 
run up and down the 3» 6 and 9 percent slopes in all cases, 
Griffith et (1977) concluded that lower temperatures 
with no-till tend to slow early growth of corn. Table 3 shows 
average soil temperatures and plant height for the first 8 
weeks of corn in two different tillage systems. 
Conventional tillage systems require a relatively large 
amount of fuel for preparing the seedbed. Since plowing, 
disking and several trips over the field with machinery are 
eliminated by no-till, fuel can be saved. Frye et al. (1978) 
compared the energy required for moldboard plowing and no-till 
production of corn as shown in Table 4. Moomaw and She It on 
(1974) compared the fuel used in several corn planting systems 
as shown in Table 5, and concluded that among three different 
planting systems, the till-planting system saved the most 
fuel. 
The availability of herbicides for weed control in 
reduced tillage systems was one of the two major factors for 
success in this type of crop production (William, 1978). The 
other factor was the development of planting equipment to 
place seed precisely in contact with the soil with minimal 
soil disturbance. Siemens and Oschwald (1976) in a study of 
several tillage systems, found that with the same herbicide 
application rates, weed control decreased and the amount of 
crop residue on the soil surface increased as the amount of 
tillage was reduced. Erbach a.:i Lovely (1975) found that 
Table 3. Average soil temperature and plant height during first 8 weeks, 
1969-1970^ 
Tillage system Northern Indiana Eastern Indiana Southern Indiana 
Tracy-
Sandy Loam 
Blount Silt 
Loam 
Bedford Silt 
Loam 
Tgmp. Height 
cm 
Conventional 22.4 44 
(Spring plowed) 
No-tillage 18.8 38 
(Coulter) 
Planting date April 27 
Tgmp. Height 
cm 
Tgmp. 
24.3 
22.0 
May 2 
85 
61 
26.1 
23.4 
May 6 
Height 
cm 
82 
87 
After Griffith ejt al, , 1977. 
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Table 4. Comparison of energy consumption for conventional 
tillage and no-tillage of corn^ 
Management input 
or operation 
Assumption Energy required 
Conventional No-tillage 
Machinery 
Fertilizer 
N 
P 
K 
Seed 
Herbicides, 
Insecticides 
Conv. 11,6 kg/ha 
No-Ti. 9.5 kg/ha 
Same 
l40 kg N/ha 
70 kg PpOVha 
70 kg KgOVha 
Conv. 15«9 kg/ha 
No-Ti. 18.2 kg/ha 
Conv. 2.3 kg A.I. 
per ha. 
No-ti. 3.4 kg A.I, 
per ha. 
Plow(moldboard) 
Disk 
Planting 
Apply herbicides 
Broadcast fertilizer 
Harvest 
Transport grain 
One time 
75-cm rows 
Dry grain 
9,000 kg/ha 
3 km distance 
23 to 15^ W.C. 
9.000 kg/ha yield 
•— Kcal.xlO^/Ha -
237 195 
1946 
126 
77 
64 
56 
235 
82 
83 
17 
18 
128 
297 
1350 
1946 
126 
77 
73 
82 
83 
17 
18 
128 
297 
1350 
Total 4716 4392 
^After Frye et aJ.., 1978. 
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Table 5« Tillage systems fuel requirements comparison" 
Planting system Diesel requirement 
(Gal/A) (L/Ha) 
Conventional 
Chop stalks 
Disk 
Plow, moldboard 
Disk 
Harrow, spring 
Plant 
Total 
Till-plant 
Chop stalks 
Plant 
Total 
Slot plant 
Chop stalks 
Plant 
Total 
0.55 
0.74 
2.25 
0.74 
0.64 
0.52 
5.44 
0.55 
0.44 
0.99 
0.55 
0.52 
1.07 
5.14 
6.92 
21.05 
6.92 
5.99 
4.86 
50.88 
5.14 
4.12 
9.26 
5.1^ 
4.86 
10.00 
^Adapted from Moomaw and SheIton, 1974. 
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higher herbicide rates were required to provide good weed 
control as the amount of crop residue increased. They also 
found that weed control was improved when rainfall followed 
herbicide application. 
Nitrogen fertilizer represents one of the largest energy 
inputs in the production of corn. Frye et al. (1980) found 
that, through proper management of Nitrogen, farmers can 
obtain the benefits of fuel saving with no-till corn without 
the need of extra nitrogen fertilizer, while maintaining or 
increasing grain yield. 
Ridge or bed farming has been generally used in problem 
area where high rainfall, tight soil or poor drainage limits 
the number of field working days in the spring. Jones and 
•Beasley (19^3) studied ridge farming of corn in Missouri for 
three years beginning in 1938. They found that ridge farming 
system gave a reduction of man and horsepower hours per acre of 
20,2 and 47,6 percent, respectively, when compared with 
conventional methods. The experiment, however, was abandoned 
due to inadequacy of equipment. 
Lovely et (1952) reported preliminary trials of ridge 
farming. They stated that ridged corn planted on relatively 
flat land with poor surface drainage withstood more flooding 
than flat corn. Bainer et al. (1953) described the improved 
surface drainage of bed-planted crops and Tull (1829) 
recognized the property of the ridge to increase the depth of 
top soil under the seed planted on ridge. Buchele et al. (1955) 
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constructed and developed the necessary ridge-making, 
planting and cultivating equipments beginning in 1951• They 
also found that the ridge provided a warm, well-drained early 
environment for the corn seedling and provided year-round 
protection from water and wind erosion. The ridges were remade 
each year by specially adapted moldboard plows, 
Buchele (195^) compared the ridge farming system with 
conventional, Ohio and furrow (listed) systems of planting in 
1953 and 195^• The weight and height of cornstalks and the 
development of the root system was compared and found to be in 
favor of the ridge-farmed corn. He also found the corn yield 
harvested from the ridged plots higher than that from any 
other soil conserving farming systems tested. He concluded 
that a warm, well-drained seedbed with good structural 
properties was produced by the ridge-farming system. 
Behn (1982) is one of the farmers who believes that 
no-till with ridge farming can produce more profit than 
conventional farming does. He drew pictures that show how to 
manage ridge farming (Figure 2). He explained'the pictures 
as follows: 
"The top line on the chart shows the ideal situation. 
The ridge has been subject to freezing and weathering all 
winter so it is mellow and workable. Free of residue on the 
ridge also allows it to warm up fast and permits early 
planting. Line 2 shows the planter should be adjusted to take 
about 2 inches of soil off the tops of ridge and throw it to 
the valleys between the rows (by Buffalo Till-planter). In 
line 3 the corn is coming up in the trash free row. In line 4 
the disk hillers are set to cut off weeds close to row and 
throw soil away from corn row. Line 5 shows the almost level 
field, after cultivating. In line 6, the disk hillers are set 
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PÏOrt.RLÏ 
properly handled. 
CUITSVÂTE EARLY r.«ou 
First cultivation 
THROW 
FOR kEXT YEAR 
Une 6 
Line 7 
After final 
cultivation 
Figure 2. Management of ridge farming 
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to throw soil into row to form a ridge. When finished, 
residue, soil, and fertilizers are mixed together to form 
the ridge. That is the seedbed for the next crop, as in the 
bottom line, ready for the next year." 
He also compared the disadvantages from different tillage 
methods (Figure 3)» He concluded that the till-plant ridge 
has less disadvantages than other planting systems. 
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Disadvantages 
Takes too much power 
fÉMk' 
Slows planting rate 
Soil slow to warm up o o 
Soil wet under residue 0 0 
Difficult to cultivate o 0 0 
Hard to control weeds O o o 0 
Poor stands, sometimes o 0 o o o 
Old residue next to new plant 0 0 o • 
Disease and insects more problems 0 0 o o 0 
Soil dries out fast o o 0 • 
Lower yields ? ? ? ? ? 
Slower growth o o 0 
Poor wind erosion control HI 
Poor soil erosion control n 
• Definite disadvantage 
0 Son-ietimes true, or partly true 
7 Questionable, circumstances vary 
Figure 3. Comparison of disadvantages 
different tillage methods 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Planter 
The following planters equipped with different 
attachments were tested during this research program: 
Buffalo Till-planterI John Deere MaxEmerge planter, MaxEmerge 
Conservation planter and rotary-tiller slot planter. The 
attachments tested on the MaxEmerge planter included: 
free-rolling coulter, powered coulter and trash-whipper. 
Table 6 shows the planters used in each crop year. 
Buffalo Till-planter 
The soil working activities of the till-plant system 
was to shave off the ridge, left from last year's crop, with 
a 25 cm wide sweep, windrow the crop residue into the middle 
and plant the seed. The crop was cultivated in such a way 
that the ridge was rebuilt for next year's crop during the 
second cultivation. The till-plant provides a trash free 
seedbed in the row. When operating on 15 to 20 cm high ridges 
the soil surface was left relatively flat after planting. The 
till-planter was invented by Poynor in 19^7• He was granted 
U.S. Patent No. 2577362 in 1951» The till-planter at that time 
was mid-mounted on a two-plow size tractor. 
The till-plant system, according to Davidson (1977), was 
further developed during the early 1950s by University of 
Nebraska and Kansas State University researchers. Fleischer 
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Table 6. Planters used for different crop years 
Planter 1981 
Crop year 
1982 1983 
Buffalo Till-planter x X X 
Rotary-tiller slot planter X X X 
MaxEmerge planter X X 
MaxEmerge planter w/free-
roiling coulter X X 
MaxEmerge planter w/powered-
coulter X X X 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
trash-whipper X 
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Mfg. Co, of Columbus, Nebraska, began manufacturing till-plant 
equipment in 1961. Their Buffalo Till-planter (Figure 4) 
was a plate-type, toolbar-mounted unit. The planter featured 
a front stabilizing coulter which sliced through trash, 
controlled depth and drove the fertilizer, planter and pesticide 
metering units. Immediately behind the coulter was a sweep 
which sheared and cast aside the top of the ridge. Trash 
deflectors which were located behind the sweep roll the trash 
into the middle between the rows. A runner opener, following 
beneath and directly behind the sweep, opened a furrow and 
provided for seed and starter fertilizer placement. A seed 
firming wheel which followed the planter firmed the seed 
into the ground and covering disks located behind the seed 
firming wheel covered the seed. A chain drag smoothed the 
surface over the row. The individual planting units were 
mounted on the toolbar with parallel links which flex 
vertically up to 20 cm. 
The till-planting system was successfully used in Eastern 
Nebraska and South Dakota and western Iowa. The system 
permitted row crop production with limited soil disturbance. 
Rotary-tiller slot planter 
Buchele (1979) designed a nonplugging rotary-tiller slot 
planter for use in crop residue covered soils and sod fields 
and was granted U.S. Patent No. 4278o36 in 1981. Figure 5 
shows the planter with rotary tiller. The planter accomplished 
Fie;ure 4. Fleischer Buffalo Till-planter 
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1. Fertilizer tank 
2. Seed tank 
3. Subsoil shank and fertilizer tube 
4. Longer tiller blade 
5. Seed tube and herbicide tube 
6. Shorter tiller blade 
7. Covering wheels 
Figure 5 • Buchele rotary tiller slot planter 
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the tasks of applying fertilizer, applying insecticides, 
applying herbicides, and planting seeds in the following 
manner: 
1. A furrow was opened with a subsoiler and fertilizer 
was placed at the bottom of the trench. 
2. Rotary tiller knives chopped the residue which tended 
to catch on the forward edge of the subsoiler shank. 
3. The rotary tiller knives filled the trench left by 
the subsoiler with soil crumbs. 
4. The bottom part of the planter boot shaped the seed 
trench in the soil above the fertilizer with a 
triangular shaped tool for alignment of seeds. 
5. Seeds were dropped into the firmed furrow. 
6. Insecticides were distributed into the seed trench. 
7. The seeds were covered with soil crumbs. 
8. Herbicides were dropped with the falling soil crumbs 
caught by the rubber boot behind the rotary tiller. 
The herbicides mixed with the soil. Covered the 
herbicides with the last falling soil caught by the 
rubber boot. 
9. The closing wheels shaped and firmed the soil over 
the row. 
The planter was powered by a pto. Because weight was 
not needed to press soil engaging disks and/or runners into 
the soil or to give traction to the press wheels which would 
power the seed and fertilizer metering plates of conventional 
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planters I the weight of the planter was materially reduced. 
The original rotary-tiller slot planter was built in 
1978. Some disadvantages, however, were found in the tests of 
this rotary tiller planter, such as: 
1. Two row-units were rigidly mounted on the toolbar 
and could not flex to conform the surface 
irregularities of the land. So a constant seed 
depth could not maintained, particularly as the 
width of the planter was increased. 
2. The gauge wheels were mounted on the toolbar. The 
seed depth could not be controlled by the planter= 
3. Crop residue collected on the rotating shaft that 
powered the rotary tiller blades. 
Shyy (1981) redesigned and rebuilt the planter to 
eliminate the deficiencies in depth control, soil-seed contact 
and seed metering. Specific objectives and improvements were; 
1 « To design an all-flex system. The Individual row 
units were mounted on the toolbar so they can flex 
to conform to the slope of land. Each row unit could 
flex up and down to produce a uniform seed depth on 
hillsides, over terraces, and on irregular or rocky 
ground. 
2. To develop the gauge wheels to control the seed depth. 
The depth gauge wheels were placed beside the rotary 
tiller on the rotary tiller shaft and they were free 
wheeling on the rotary tiller shaft. 
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3. To develop the seed firming wheel to press the seed 
into the bottom of the groove before the seed was 
covered, 
4. To develop the seed covering device. In trashy 
condition, a disk type coverer may be used to obtain 
enough loose soil to cover the seed. 
5. To develop an adjustable metering system. 
6. To develop a stable power source for metering system. 
This rebuilt planter was used during this research program. 
MaxEmerge planter 
The standard MaxEmerge planter was manufactured by 
John Deere planter works. It has double-disc-seed-openers with 
depth-control wheels placed on either side of the openers to 
ensure accuracy of depth of furrow. Because the depth-control 
wheels run against the outside face of the disk openers, 
they also tend to minimize the problem of soil-adhesion on 
the outer faces of the disks. The furrow closing wheels were 
light weight angled rubber-tired wheels that tend to press 
the seed furrow from each sides and close the furrow, leaving 
loose soil directly above the seed to reduce crusting and to 
enhance seedling emergence. 
Modifications have been made to the above planter to make 
it more efficient in the minimum and no-till farming systems. 
The modified planter was named MaxEmerge Conservation planter 
(Figure 6). The main alteration has been the addition of a 
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Figure 6 . John Deere MaxEmerge conservation planter 
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ripple-coulter to the front of the planter. The functions of 
the coulter were to cut trash and tilled a narrow strip of 
soil, thereby enabling the furrow opener to penetrate to the 
desired depth. It would be possible to replace this with a 
plain coulter, if the ripple type tended to clog or disturb 
too much soil. This unit tended to ride on the surface of 
the soil because of the parallel-linkage system used to attach 
the unit to the tool-bar. Heavy-duty springs have been 
attached to this parallel linkage system to increase the 
downward force. The conservation planter was supplied with 
two sets of press-wheels, the standard rubber type, the other 
made of heavier cast-iron to provide extra weight to close the 
furrow. 
Erbach (1978) designed an attachment for a no-till 
planter which used a hydraulic motor to power the notched 
coulter. The objective of the notched coulter was to cut 
through the soil ahead of the double-disc furrow openers of 
a MaxEmerge planter. The powered coulter rotated, opposite 
to the wheels rotating on the ground, to kick the crop 
residue out of the way and to cut residue not kicked out 
of the way. Both pto and hydraulic drives have been used with 
these machines. The coulters were turned at 400 to 500 rpm. 
Where the hydraulic drive was used it was found that the 
tractor external hydraulics did not have sufficient capacity 
when the machine was used in a trashy situation. This was 
overcome by the use of a pto-driven hydraulic pump. 
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A MaxEmerge planter equipped with a trash-whipper in 
front of the double-disk opener was tested in 1983 planting 
season. The trash-whipper disks cut through the trash and 
clods I walked them into neat windrows in the middle between 
the rows so that the planting area is clear, flat, and 
ready for planting. The trail disk had a fore and aft 
adjustment providing more or less space between disks. This 
provided flexibility for various trash conditions. 
Experimental Design 
The planters were evaluated in a three-year study at the 
Iowa State University Agronomy-Agricultural Engineering 
Research Center, located 11 km (seven miles) west of Ames, 
Iowa, on soil of the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster Soil Association. 
Location and experimental design-1981 
In 1981} five planting systems were tested, these 
included: rotary-tiller slot planter with press wheels, 
rotary-tiller slot planter without press wheels, MaxEmerge 
planter with powered coulter which rotates in the same 
direction as the tractor wheels, MaxEmerge planter with powered 
coulter which rotates in the reverse direction to that of the 
tractor wheels, and Buffalo Till-planter. 
Each planter treatment was applied to a 56 m long and 
12 m wide main plot, and the treatments were replicated six 
times in a randomized complete block design. The corn stalks 
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were chopped on one half (56 x 6 m) of the main plot by-
randomized selection. The plot layout is shown in Figure A-1 
in Appendix I. 
Location and experimental desigyi-1982 
In 1982, five planting systems were; Rotary-tiller slot 
planter with closing wheels, MaxEmerge planter, MaxEmerge 
planter with powered coulter, MaxEmerge Conservation planter, 
and Buffalo Till-planter. The fields were located on the same 
area as in 1981 and used the same experimental design. 
Another field was selected to test the influence of 
plant residue quanity on planter performance..Three levels of 
residue quantity were established in the field. These were : 
1 & 2. Heavy residue covered (stalks from last year corn 
crop); about 10 t/ha, stalks were not chopped and 
no stalks were removed from the field. 
3. All residue on ridge removed; about 5 t/ha. stalks 
were harvested from ridge row with a flail field 
harvester. The flail harvester was set as close to 
the ridge as possible without digging into the soil. 
4. Partial residue on ridge removed; about 7.5 t/ha, 
stalks were harvested with a flail harvester set 
up 10 cm in height as measured from the top of 
the ridge. 
A MaxEmerge planter with free-rolling coulter was used 
for planting the corn (treatment 1, 3 and 4). When planting 
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on heavy residue covered ridge, a MaxEmerge planter without 
coulter was used for comparing the function of the coulter 
(treatment 2). Each treatment was applied to a 137 m long and 
12 m wide plot, and treatments were replicated five times in 
a randomized complete block design. Figure A-2 in Appendix I 
shows the plot layout. 
Location and experimental design-1983 
In 1983, five planting treatments were; Rotary-tiller 
slot planter with closing wheels, Buffalo Till-planter, 
MaxEmerge planter with free-rolling coulter, MaxEmerge planter 
with powered coulter, and MaxEmerge planter with trash-whipper. 
One more subtreatment of appling fertilizer on top of soil 
was tested, and the experiment became a repeated 
subdivision design. The field plot plans are shown in Figure 
A-3 in Appendix I. 
In the field used for the 1982 residue experiment, each 
replication was divided into three parts, and these parts 
were planted at different dates using a split-plot in strip 
experimental design. The field plot plan is shown in Figure 
A-^ in Appendix I. 
Phosphorus and potassium in granular form were broadcast 
in 1980 and 1981 after harvesting. In 1983, phosphorus and 
potassium were applied by a machine which either knifed-in, 
to a depth of 15 cm, the P and K in granular form or spread 
the fertilizers on top of the soil. Anhydrous ammonia gas 
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was applied to the middle of the furrow by a knife-in 
application for all fields before planting as in 1981 and 
1982, All treatments received a cultivation which rebuilt 
the ridge and prepared the land for next planting season. 
Because no tillage was needed, the field was 
planted to corn as soon as soil conditions became favorable 
for planting. Table A-1 in Appendix II shows the planting date 
for different fields in each year. All planting operations 
in the experiment were completed in one day. 
Planter Performance 
Planter performance is important because it influences 
harvested yield in a no-till ridge farming system. According 
to Agness and Luth (1975)• an evaluation should focus on four 
important aspects of good planting which included; population 
control, seed spacing in the row, seed depth control, and 
seed/soil contact. This study was to establish measurable 
performance and to see how the planters worked in a no-till 
ridge field. 
Population control 
Population control is expressed as the ratio of actual 
planting rate divided by the theoretical planting rate (Agness 
and Luth, 1975)• The actual planting rate was determined by 
catching the seeds metered by each unit of the corn planter 
as it traveled 30 m operating under actual field conditions. 
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The theoretical planting rate was found in planter's operation 
manual. 
Seed spacing control 
The percent acceptable spacing index (Agness and Luth, 
1975) was established with an acceptable space defined as any 
seed space between 0.5 and 1.5 times the mean spacing. Ten 
seeds were measured for spacing control in each plot and the 
skips and multiples were eliminated. Spacing control data 
were presented in statistical and graphical form. The index 
was used to evaluate the seed spacing control of planter. 
Seed depth control 
The amount of soil covering a seed is an important factor 
influencing emergence. Seed planted too deep may never reach 
the soil surface, while shallow planting may not find enough 
moisture to germinate. So a planter should place all the 
seeds at the reasonable range of depth selected by the 
operator. As with spacing data, 10 seed depths were measured 
in each plot after germination. The corn seedling was cut off 
at the soil surface and the root dug out. The planting depth 
was measured from this point to the corn kernel. Depth control 
data were presented in statistical form as mean and standard 
deviation. 
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Seedbed preparation 
In 1982, the width of soil distributed by planter was 
measured after planting. Five measurements from each plot 
were made, and the width of soil distributed by planter was 
computed from the average of these counts. In 1983i soil 
samples were collected from the center of seedbed at different 
depth for checking the moisture content of the soil around 
seed. Soil samples were collected at the depths of 2.5» 5«0 
and 7*5 cm and three locations for each plot. Then the soil 
samples from different locations at same depth were mixed 
for measuring moisture content. 
Stand Establishment 
Each year plant populations were counted after 
harvesting. Plants from one 15 m length of row randomly 
selected from each plot were counted, and the plant population 
was computed from the average of these counts. Emergence 
counts were also made for each season. These counts were 
started when the first plant emerged and were made as often 
as possible until most plants had emerged. The emergence 
counts were made by using the same procedure as that used for 
the plant population count. An emergence rate index (ERI) was 
calculated for each plot by using the following equation 
(Erbach, 1982): 
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n = last 
ERI =2 { fon  -  %{n- l ) ) / n  
n = first 
Where foxi = Percentage of plants emerged on day n 
f o {n - l )  = Percentage of plants emerged on day n-1 
n = Number of days after planting 
first = Number of days after planting that the 
first plant emerged (first counting day) 
last = Number of days after planting when 
emergence was considered complete 
(last counting day) 
The values of ERI were used to compare plant emergence 
rate among the planting systems. 
Soil Temperature 
Soil temperatures were recorded from the center of ridge 
at 7*5 cm depth and at the soil surface in each plot for each 
treatment on selected dates during the first month after 
planting by using a thermometer. The temperature differentials 
were recorded for checking the effects on corn emergence and 
plant growth. 
Yield 
Yields were determined by harvesting each plot with a 
2-row combine and weighing the corn. A sample of corn grain 
was taken from each plot at harvest for gravimetric 
determination of moisture content. Table A-1 in Appendix II 
shows the harvesting date of corn in each year. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Planter Performance 
The functional performance of a planter (including 
population control, spacing control, depth control, and 
seedbed preparation) was evaluated. 
Population control 
The planting rate of corn for each planter in each year 
is shown in Table 7. The theoretical planting rate was 
obtained by counting the number of cells passing over the 
discharge tube of the planter. Theoretical planting rates 
were 65»500 seeds/ha for Buffalo Till-planter, 68,000 seeds/ha 
for John Deere MaxEmerge planter and 74,000 seeds/ha for 
rotary-tiller slot planter. Population control is then equal 
to the rate of actual planting rate divided by theoretical 
planting rate. Table 8 shows the population control for each 
planter in each year. The planter metering error was caused 
by such factors as: the effect of soil surface condition on 
the slip of the planter drive wheel, roughness of the soil 
surface, the different weather conditions, and equipment 
settings. 
When the Buffalo Till-planter was used in dry and heavy 
trash covered ground (1982 and 1983), a high slippage of the 
drive wheel may have occurred. The operator's manual advises 
a higher planting rate or use of non-slip-lug-bands on the 
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Table 7« Corn actual planting rate for each planter in 
each year 
1981 1982 1983 
Planter UG^ UC^ UG^ G^ 
X 1000 seeds/ha 
Buffalo Till-planter 65.5 66.2 56.1 60.3 53.1 51.9 
MaxSmerge planter ———— — 64.5 73.1 ———— ——— 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 6o.3 77.6 61.O 65.2 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 65.5 66.2 68.9 64.5 69.2 70.4 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
trash—whipper ———— —— ——— ———— 60.I 64.0 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 104.3 105-3 116.4 103.3 45.5 42.0 
^Unchopped stalks. 
^Chopped stalks. 
4l 
Table 8. Population control for each planter in each year^ 
1981 1982 1983 
Planter UC^ cc UC^ CC UG^ 
Buffalo Till-planter 1.00 1.01 0.86 0.92 0.81 0.79 
MaxEmerge planter — — - — — — — — 0.95 1.08 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter — — — — — — — — 0.89 1.14 0.90 0.96 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 0.96 0.98 1.02 0.95 1.02 1.04 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
trash-whipper — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 0.88 0.94 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 1.41 1.42 1.57 1.39 0.61 0.57 
Population control= actual planting rate/theor. 
, planting rate. 
Un-chopped stalks. 
'^Chopped stalks. 
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drive disk. 
MaxEmerge planter with powered coulter (Erbach, 1978) 
had good metering efficiency in each year, A variation within 
five percent from the theoretical population was found. 
Slippage of drive wheel may also have occurred for MaxEmerge 
planter because of difference in soil conditions of each year. 
The metering system of rotary-tiller slot planter did 
not work well. The population control values were far from 
acceptable. In 1981 planting season, the hydraulic motor 
proved to be an unstable power source for driving the metering 
system of the rotary-tiller slot planter. In 1982 and 1983» 
PTO was used for driving both the metering system and rotary 
tiller. Since the rpm of rotary tiller could not be kept 
constant under heavy trash condition, it disturbed the 
function of the metering system. 
Seed spacing control 
Seed spacings were measured for each planter in 1982. 
Figures 7 to 11 show histograms of the distribution of seed 
spacings for each planter. The rotary-tiller slot planter 
showed a wide range of seed spacings. When the percent 
acceptable spacing index (Agness and Luth, 1975) was used, 
all planters planted corn with the acceptable spacing except 
the rotary-tiller slot planter. The rotary-tiller made a 
rough seedbed and disturbed the soil around the seedtube; this 
may have contributed to poor seed spacing. 
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Seed depth control 
The mean seed depth and the standard deviation of seed 
depth of each planter used in 1982 is shown in Table 9. 
Because the corn was planted on top of the ridge, it was 
important to keep the planter on the ridge. The standard 
deviation of seed depth for the rotary-tiller slot planter 
was higher than for the other planters. This was apparently 
caused by the fact that the planter did not follow the center 
of the ridge and plant the seeds on the center line of the 
ridge. There was also too wide a spacing between the two 
gauge wheels that carried the rotary tiller slot planter and 
they did not accurately gauge planting depth at the 
bottom of the seed furrow. The seed depth control on MaxEmerge 
planter was better when stalks were chopped. 
Seedbed preparation 
In 1982, the width of soil disturbed by planter was 
measured for each planter. The data are shown in Table 10. 
The Buffalo Till-planter disturbed the widest area while 
preparing the seedbed since the planter was equipped with 
a 254 mm sweep which cut and moved residue and soil to each 
side of the center line. The MaxEmerge planter made the 
smallest slot. The ripple coulter, however, increased the 
width of slot about 25 mm. There were no significant 
differences between unehopped and chopped ridge except for 
Erbach's powered coulter planter. When using the powered 
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Table 9. Mean seed depth and standard deviation of seed depth 
for each planter used in 1982 (Unit; mm) 
Unchopped ridge Chopped ridge 
Planter Mean s. d. Mean s.d. 
Buffalo Till-planter 53 2.8 45 4.6 
MaxEmerge planter 57 4.6 61 2.8 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 38 4.8 38 3.0 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 55 3.6 48 3.0 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 51 11.4 48 15-5 
Table 10. Mean width and standard deviation of mean width 
of soil disturbed by each planter in 1982 (Unit: mm) 
Unchopped ridge Chopped ridge 
Planter Mean s.d. Mean s.d. 
Buffalo Till-planter 290 14 302 19 
MaxEmerge planter 97 11 97 5 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 119 21 127 16 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 114 9 104 6 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 158 11. 170 21 
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coulter to cut the residue and soil on unchopped ridge, more 
soil was disturbed than on the bare ridge. 
Stand Establishment 
The ERI (Emergence Rate Index, Erbach, 1982) as affected 
by planters and year is shown in Table 11. The ERI of corn 
for rotary-tiller slot planter was significantly smaller than 
for the other planters, which were not significantly 
different. The poor depth control on rotary-tiller slot 
planter was one of the reasons for the low ERI. However, 
there were larger ERI differences between years than between 
planters. Reasons for the variation among planters from year 
to year may due to interactions between planter performance, 
weather, residue and soil conditions. 
Table 12 shows the average air temperature and total 
rainfall during the first six weeks after planting for each 
year. Weather conditions after planting can either intensify 
or reduce the problems associated with poor planting. Adequate 
rainfall and temperature could overcome the problem from 
improper seed placement or coverage. 
When corn was planted on the chopped ridge, the ERI was 
significantly increased. Temperature of the bare ridge was 
always higher than on the unchopped ridge. The higher 
temperature increased the emergence rate. 
Figure 12 shows that ERI increased as the average air 
temperature increased. 
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Table 11. Emergence rate index for corn as affected 
by planters and year 
Year 
1981 1982 1983 
Planter UC^ UC^ 0^ UC^ 
Buffalo Till-planter 6.0 7.1 7 .2  6.9 8.4 8 .5  
MaxEmerge planter — — — - - - 6.2 6.2 . 
— — — — — — 
MaxEraerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter mm mm W M 7.0 7.4 8.1 8.6 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 6.2 6.8 7 .2  7.2 
OO CO ON C
O 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
trash-whipper — — — — — — — — — —» — — 7 .9  8.6 
MaxEmerge plantgr w/ 
powered coulter 5.3 5.8 — — — — —• — — — — 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 4.0 4.7 5.5 6.0 8.5 8.1 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter w/o pressing 
wheel 4.2 4.8 — — — — 
Average 5.1 5.8 6.6 6.8 
OO CO 
LSD, P = 0.05 
Planter (A) 
Stalks (B) 
A X B 
0.80. 
::::: 
M .S .A 
®'Unchopped stalks. 
^Chopped stalks. 
^Powered coulter rotated as tractor wheels' direction. 
Values not statistically different. 
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Table 12. Average air temperature and total rainfall 
during the first six weeks after planting 
Year 
Meteorological conditions 1981 1982 1983 
Average air temperature 
r c )  15.7 17.1 20.7 
Total rainfall (mm) 12.7 29.5 13.7 
50b 
3 18 
0 X 
•p X 
0 : Temperature 
Emergence rate index 
Figure 12. Relation of average air temperature and To-al 
rainfall during the first six weeks af-er 
planting to emergence rate index from l9Gl ~.o 
1983 
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Figure 13 to 18 show the effect of planter on rate of 
corn emergence for different years. The figures show that the 
emergence rate of corn planted on bare ridges was higher than 
that planted on unchopped ridges. The lower soil temperature of 
unchopped ridge delayed the emergence of seedling. In a cold 
and wet planting season, the effect of planter on rate of corn 
emergence was more important than that on warm and dry season. 
Yield 
Figure 19 shows meteorological conditions from 1981 to 
1983 at the experimental area. The drought that occurred in the 
summer of 1983 was expected to cause reduction of yield. The 
effect of planter on yield of corn in the continuous-corn in 
1981 and 1982 are shown in Table 13. The corn grain yield 
for rotary-tiller slot planter was significantly lower than 
for others in 1981. There were, however, no significant 
differences of yield between the chopped ridge and unchopped 
ridge treatment in 1981. There were no significant differences 
of corn yield among five planter treatments in 1982. There 
were also no differences in corn yield between chopped and 
unchopped ridge treatment in 1982. The average corn grain 
moisture content as a percent of wet weight at harvest for 
the different planters in 1981 and 1982 is shown in Table l4. 
In 1981, the moisture content of corn grain which was planted 
by rotary-tiller slot planter was significantly higher than 
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Year: 1981, o: Temperature 
• : Total rainfall 
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Year; 1982 
Year: 1983 
d-G 
50dS 
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Figure 1 9 ,  Meteorological conditions in 1981, 1982, and 
1983 at ISU ÀE Research Center, Boone, Iowa 
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Table I3. Corn grain yields, adjusted to 15»5?^ moisture 
content, planted by different planters in 1981 
and 1982 
Year 
1981 1982 
Planter c" OC^ c" 
t/ha 
Buffalo Till-planter 9.0 8.7 9«0 9-3 
MaxEmerge planter 8.5 8.4 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 8.2 8.0 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 9.0 9.0 8.8 9«1 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 9.6 9.3 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 6.6 6.3 9.6 8.9 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter w/o pressing . 
wheel 6 » 6 5»8 —— 
Average 8.2 7-8 8.8 8.7 
LSD, P = 0.05 
Planter 
Stalks ( 
A X B N.S." N.S. 
(A) 0.86, N.S.S 
B) N.S.G N.S.a 
^Unchopped stalks. 
^Chopped stalks. 
"^Powered coulter rotated as tractor wheels' direction. 
^Values not statistically different. 
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Table 14. Corn s:rain moisture content, as a percent of 
wet weight, at harvest as planted by different 
planters in 1981 and 1982 
Year 
1981 1982 
Planter UC^ UC^ 
Buffalo Till-planter 19.0 18. 4 21.2 21. 0 
MaxEmerge planter — — " — - 22 .2  21. 8 • 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter — — . — 21 .0  22. 2 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 18.9 18. 7 21.3 21. 2 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 19.0 18. 9 . — 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 21.3 19. 7 22 .7  22 .  0 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter w/o pressing 
wheel 
20 .9  20 .  8 • -
Average 19.8 19. 3 21.6 21. , 6  
LSD, P = 0.05 
Planter (A) 
Stalks (B) 
A X B 
0. 
N. 
N. 
N.S.; 
::::: 
^Unchopped stalks. 
^Chopped stalks. 
^Powered coulter rotated as tractor wheels' direction. 
^Values not statistically different. 
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higher than others. In 1982, there were no significant effects 
of planter or ridge treatment on grain moisture content. 
Table 15 shows the average corn grain yields as planted by 
different planters on two sub-treatments ; ridge and fertilizer 
application. The grain yields were significantly affected 
by ridge treatment. The average corn grain yields were lower 
in 1983 than in 1981 and 1982, this was because of shortage 
of water during the growing season. 
Table i6 shows corn grain moisture content at harvest 
as planted by different planters in 1983» corn grain moisture 
contents at harvest were significantly different within 
the different treatments. Early harvest was one of the reasons 
for higher grain moisture content. 
Effect of Residue Quantity on Planter Performance 
Table 1? shows the final population of corn for each 
planting date and residue treatment in 1983» There were no 
statistically differences of final population among different 
residue treatments on ridge for each planting date. The final 
population were then used to calculate the percentage of plants 
emerged after planting. 
Figures 20, 21 and 22 show the effect of residue quantity 
on rate of corn emergence planted at different dates . 
Table 18 shows the emergence rate index (ERI) for each 
planting date and residue treatment. The highest rate of 
emergence, as indicated by ERI, was obtained with late planting. 
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Table 15. Corn grain yields, adjusted to 15,$% moisture 
content, as planted by different planters in 
1983 
Planter 
Stalks on ridge 
Unehopped 
ja jb 
Chopped 
T Average 
t/ha 
Buffalo Till-planter 5.6 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 5.7 5.5 5.9 5.7 5.7 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 5.1 5.6 5.5 5.6 5.5 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
trash-whipper 5.8 6.1 5.2 5.3 5.6 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 4.9 4.7 4.3 4.2 4.5 
Average 
LSD, P = 0.05 
Planter (A) 
Stalks (B) 
A X B 
Fertilizer (C) 
A X C 
B X C 
A X B X C 
5.4 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.3 
N.S. 
1 . 2  
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
^Knife-in fertilizer. 
^Broadcast fertilizer. 
^Values not statistically different. 
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Table l6. Corn grain moisture content, as a percent of 
wet weight, at harvest as planted by different 
planters in 1983 
Stalks on ridge 
Unchopped Chopped 
Planter 
Buffalo Till-planter 19.8 21.8 21.2 21.8 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 19 .8  20.7 20 .7  21 .2  
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 21.8 21.0 20 .0  21 .8  
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
trash-whipper 21.8 21.5 20.8 20.5 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 23.0 24 .0  21 .3  22.3 
^nife-in the fertilizer. 
^Broadcast the fertilizer, 
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Table 17. Final population of corn for each planting date 
and residue treatment in 1983 
Residue treatment^ 
Planting date 12 3 4 
Population (xlOOO plants/ha) 
May 6 56.8 59.8 56.1 62.0 
May 16 65.5 65.0 66.0 63.0 
May 26 56.1 60.5 59.8 58.3 
1 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/coulter, 
2 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/o coulter. 
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
4 = Partial residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
Table 18. Emergence rate index for corn as affected by 
residue and planting date in 1983 
Residue treatment' 
Planting date 1 2 3 4 Average 
- Emergence rate index 
May 6 5.0 4.3 5.6 5.6 5.1 
May 16 5.9 6.2 5.9 6.0 6.0 
May 26 7.0 8.2 8.6 7.6 7.9 
Average 6.0 6.2 6.7 6.4 6.3 
LSD, P = 0.05 
Residue treatment (A) N.S.^ 
Planting date (B) 0.73% 
A X B N.S. 
1 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/coulter, 
2 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/o coulter. 
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
4 = Partial residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
Values not statistically different. 
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Effect of residue quantity on rate of corn 
emergence planted at May 26, 1983 
In the figures 20, 21 and 22, different residue treatment 
marked as: 
HR, w/C ; Heavy residue covered, planter w/coulter. 
HR; w/o C ! Heavy residue covered, planter w/o coulter. 
NR, w/C : All residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter 
PR, w/C : Partial residue on ridge removed, planter 
w/coulter= 
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Although there was no significant difference for quantity 
of residue effect, the data show that the lower the quantity 
of residue, the larger the ERI. 
Plant height at 8 weeks after planting was measured as 
shown in Table 19. There were statistically significant 
differences for planting date effect, "but none for residue 
quantity effect. 
Table 20 shows the corn plant stem diameter measured at 
12.7 cm above ground at 8 weeks after planting. Data show 
that later planted corn will grow faster with larger stem 
diameter. 
Table 21 shows the corn grain yields, adjusted to 15-5% 
moisture content, as affected by residue and planting date. 
The effects of planting date and residue quantity were both 
not statistically significant. The interaction of the two 
treatments, however, was statistically different. 
Table 22 shows the moisture content of the corn grain 
at harvest. Residue quantity did not significantly affect 
grain moisture content at harvest. 
The corn grain yield and grain moisture content at harvest 
in 1982 are shown in Table 23. In this year, the effect of 
residue quantity was statistically significant. The greater 
the quantity of residue left in the field, the greater the 
yield. 
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Table 19. Plant height after first 8 weeks of planting 
as affected by residue and planting date in 
1983 
Residue treatment^ 
Planting date 12 3 4 Average 
cm 
May 6 II5.8 110.1 114.1 II5.8 ll4.0 
May 16 121.0 137.3 127.2 119.3 126.2 
May 26 182.4 199.9 182.5 184.8 187.4 
Average 139.8 149.2 l4l.3 lAo.O 142.5 
LSD, P = 0.05 
Residue treatment (A) N.S.^ 
Planting date (B) 16.3^ 
A X B N.S.° 
1 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/coulter. 
2 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/o coulter. 
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
4 = Partial residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
^Values not statistically different. 
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Table 20. Plant stem diameter at 12.7 cm above ground after 
first 8 weeks of planting as affected by residue 
and planting date in 1983 
Residue treatment^ 
Planting date Average 
LSD, P = 0.05 
cm 
May 6 2.65 2.55 2.58 2.62 2.60 
May 16 2.66 2.67 2.69 2.54 2.64 
May 26 2.93 2.87 2.72 2.81 2.83 
Average 2.75 2.70 2.67 2.66 2.69 
Residue treatment 
Planting date (B) 
A X B 
(A) N.S. 
0.23 
N.S. 
1 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/coulter. 
2 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/o coulter. 
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
4 = Partial residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
^Values not statistically different. 
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Table 21. Corn grain yields, adjusted to 15»5?^ moisture 
content, as affected "by residue and planting 
date in 1983 
Residue treatment®" 
Planting date Average 
May 6 
May l6 
May 26 
Average 
LSD, P = 0.05 
Residue treatment (A) 
Planting date (B) 
A X B 
t/ha 
6.0 5-7 5.8 5.5 5.8 
6.6 6.5 6.1 6.2 6 .4 
6.7 6.1 6.2 6.2 6.3 
6.4 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.2 
N.S.; 
N,S. 
0.57 
1 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/coulter. 
2 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/o coulter-. 
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
k = Partial residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
^Values not statistically different. 
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Table 22. Corn grain moisture content, as a percent of wet 
grain, at harvest as affected by residue and 
planting date in 1983 
Residue treatment^ 
Planting date 1 2 3 4 Average 
May 6 
May 16 
May 26 
19.6 
22.0 
25.0 
19.4 
22.0 
23.2 
19.6 
21.8 
23.2 
19.2 
21.8 
23.2 
19.5 
21.9 
23.7 
Average 22.2 21.5 21.5 21.4 21.7 
LSD, P = 0.05 
Residue treatment (A) 
Planting date (B) 
A X B 
N.S.^ 
1 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/coulter. 
2 = Heavy residue covered, planter w/o coulter. 
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
4 = Partial residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
^Values not statistically different. 
Table 23. Corn grain yield, adjusted to 15-5^ moisture content 
and grain moisture content at harvest in 1982 
Residue treatment^ Grain yield Moisture content 
— t/ha —— ———— ^ w.b. ———— 
1 9.6 19.8 
2 9.5 20.0 
3 9.3 20.2 
4 9.3 20.4 
Average 9.4 20.1 
LSD, P = 0.05 0.3 N.S.^ 
1 , 2 =  H e a v y  r e s i d u e  c o v e r e d ,  p l a n t e r  w / c o u l t e r .  
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planter w/coulter. 
4 = Partial residue on ridge removed, planter w/ 
coulter. 
^Values not statistically different. 
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Temperature and ERI 
In 1982, temperature at soil surface and 7.62 cm depth 
was measured from the center of seedbed. Table 24 shows the 
temperature differential at different dates and time of day 
as affected by planter and stalks on ridge. Figure 23 shows 
that the temperature differential was always larger when 
stalks were not chopped than when chopped. 
Table 24 also shows that the soil temperature of the 
rotary-tiller slot planting system was lower than that of 
other planting systems. The loose condition of the seedbed 
and the deeper furrow created by the slot planter may have 
reduced the soil temperature. John Deere MaxEmerge planter 
with either free-rolling coulter or powered coulter could 
make a seedbed with higher soil temperature than that without 
any attachment. 
Figure 24 shows relation of soil temperature differential 
between soil surface and 7.62 cm depth and emergence rate 
index for different ridge treatments in 1982. When the 
temperature differential was larger than 9°C, seed germinated 
slower. When the differential was smaller than 9°C, however, 
the effect on germination was not significant. 
Table 25 shows the distribution of soil temperature 
as affected by residue on ridge and date in 1982. The side 
of the ridge facing the sun (southern side) received a 
greater quantity of radiation than the top of the ridge or 
the bottom of the furrow. When the corn stalks were chopped, 
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Table 2 k .  The temperature differential ( G) between soil 
surface and 7-62 cm depth at different dates as 
affected by planter and stalks in 1982 
Planter^ 
Date & r T T r-
time UC UC^ UC C° UG^ C° UC C° 
OC 
0502 
1240 8 . 9  7.2 10.0 8.9 7 . 8  6.7 8.9 7.8 8.9 7 . 8  
0504 
1700 10.6 10.0 11.1 10.0 11.1 11.1 10.0 10.0 11.7 11.1 
0511 
1700 6.1 6.1 8.3 6.7 6.1 7 . 2  6.1 6.1 7 . 8  6.7 
0605 
1200 12.8 10.0 12.2 11.7 13.3 10.6 13.3 10.0 14.4 10.0 
0610 
1100 7.8 6.7 7.8 7 . 8  8.9 7.8 8.3 7.8 8.9 7.8 
0621 
1100 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.7 11.1 11.7 12.2 11.7 
0624 
1700 8.3 8 . 9  8.9 7.2 8 . 9  7 . 8  8.9 7.8 9.4 8 . 9  
0628 
1100 6.1 6.1 7.2 7.2 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.7 
Average 9 . 0  8.3 9 . 6  8.8 9 . 2  8 . 6  9 = 1 8 . 4  9 . 9  8.8 
Planter: 1 = Buffalo Till-planter 
2 = MaxEmerge planter 
3 = MaxEmerge planter w/free-rolling coulter 
4 = MaxEmerge planter w/powered coulter 
5 = Rotary-tiller slot planter 
^Unchopped stalks ridge. 
"^Chopped stalks ridge. 
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Figure 23. The average temperature differential (°C) 
between soil surface and 7.62 cm depth as 
affected by planter in 1982 
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Table 25« Distribution of soil temperatures (°C) as affected by residue on ridge 
and date in 1982 
Date and time 
0428 0502 0504 0511 0520 0524 0605 0610 
Ridge treatment Location^ 1000 1240 1700 1700 1700 1100 1200 1100 Average 
Soil 
surface 21.1 24.4 31.1 29.4 21.7 20.0 28.9 26.7 25.4 
Unchopped 
16.1 16.0 stalks 1 7.2 13.3 17.8 21.1 19.4 15.6 17.2 
2 11.1 17.2 21.7 23.9 20.6 16.7 18.9 18.9 18.6 
3 10.6 l6.i 21.1 23.3 20.6 16.1 18.9 20.0 18.3 
4 10.6 l6.l 21.1 23.3 20.6 16.7 18.9 20.0 18.4 
Chopped stalks 1 10.0 20.0 22.8 25.0 21.1 17.2 20.6 20.0 19.6 
2 11.1 20.0 23.9 25.6 21.1 16.7 20.0 20.0 19.8 
3 10.6 20.0 23.3 24.4 21.1 16.1 18.9 18.9 19.2 
4 10.0 18.9 23.3 24.4 21.1 16.7 19.4 20.6 19.3 
Location» 1 = Center of ridge 
2 = 10 cm from center (Southern side) 
3 = 20 cm from center (Southern side) 
4 = 30 cm from center (Southern side) 
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the average soil temperature in ridge at 7.62 cm depth was 
3.6°C higher than that in unchopped ridge. The average soil 
temperature in the center of ridge was 2.4°C lower than that 
in the furrow when stalks were unchopped. The temperature 
of the chopped ridge and furrow were nearly same. 
Other Observations 
Figure 25 shows the seedbed made by Buffalo Till-planter. 
Figure 26 shows the seedbed made by John Deere MaxEmerge 
planter. 
Figure 27 shows the seedbed made by rotary-tiller slot 
planter. 
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b. After shoe 
passed 
W - c. Final seedbed 
Seed 
Fleure 25. Seedbed made by Buffalo Till-planter 
a. After chopped 
stalks 
b. After open-
disc passed 
0. Final seedbed 
igure 26. Seedbed made by MaxEmerge planter 
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a. After sub-soiler 
passed 
c. Pinal seedbed 
Figure 27. Seedbed made by Rotary-tiller slot 
planter 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions were drawn from this study: 
1. No-till ridge farming can he successfully used for 
growing continuous corn in central Iowa on 
Clarion-Nicollet-Webster Soil Association soils. 
2. When the corn stalks were chopped, the average soil 
temperature in ridge was higher than that in unehopped 
ridge. 
3. The chopped ridge had less residue left on the 
ridge-row seedbed and corn seed emerged faster on 
bare ridge. Average yields, however, were not 
significantly different between planting on chopped 
ridge and unehopped ridge. 
4. Buffalo Till-planter made a cleanly tilled seedbed 
with strips of residue windrowed between the rows. 
The slippage of gauge wheel which powers the metering 
system, however, may change with different soil 
and residue conditions. 
5. No trouble was encounted when operating the 
conventional John Deere MaxEmerge planter in 1982 
and 1983- Lower ERI was found when compared with 
MaxEmerge planter with a free-rolling coulter. 
6. MaxEmerge planter with a powered coulter was capable 
of planting through residue. Wet soil and heavy 
residue, however, may clog the powered coulter. 
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7. MaxEmerge planter with a trash-whipper made a clearer 
seedbed for corn. The location of trash-whipper which 
mounted on planter's parallel bar may affect the 
control of seed depth. 
8. The rotary-tiller slot planter was a trouble-free 
planter under heavy trash conditions. But the planter 
needs to be equipped with a better metering system. 
9. The effects of residue quantity on planter function, 
corn growth and yield were not significant in 1983 
season. 
10. There are larger average corn grain yield differences 
between years than between planter treatments. This 
shows the overriding importance of temperature and 
rainfall on corn production. 
11. Surface placement of fertilizer did not increase 
yields significantly in this study. More research, 
however, is needed on this practice. 
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APPENDIX I. MAP OF PLOT LAYOUT FOR EACH FIELD IN EACH YEAR 
1 Rep. 1 Rep. 2 1 Rep. 3 1 Rep. 4 Rep. 5 1 Rep.6 
5UC 5UC 3 c 2UC 2UC 3 C 
5 c 5 C 3UC 2 C 2 C 3UC 
1 C 3 C 4UC 3UC 1 C 1 c 
lUC 3UC 4 C 3 C lUC lUC 
4 C 2UC 2 C 4UC 5 C 4UG 
4UC 2 C 2UC 4 C 5UC 4 C 
3UC 1 C 5UC 1 C 4UC 5 c 
3 c lUC 5 C lUC 4 C 5UG 
2UC 4 C lUC 5UC 3UC 2UC 
2 C 4UG 1 C 5 C 3 C 2 C 
Planter 
Treatment 1981 1982 
1 Rotary-tiller slot planter 
2 Buffalo Till^planter 
3 MaxEmerge planter w/^owered 
coulter as wheel's direction 
4 MaxEmerge planter w/^owered 
coulter , reversed from 3 
5 Rotary-tiller slot planter 
w/o pressing wheel 
UC Unchopped stalks 
C Chopped stalks 
All plots are 56.4 m x 12.2 m and 76 cm row 
Soil type= Clarion Webster complex, Agric. 
Rotary-tiller slot planter 
Buffalo Till-planter 
MaxEmerge planter w/free-
rolling coulter 
MaxEmerge planter w/powered 
coulter 
MaxEmerge planter 
Unchopped stalks 
Chopped stalks 
wide 
Engr. Research Center, I. S. 
Figure A-1. Map of plot layout for field No. 97 & 99 in 1981 and 1982 
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Agric. Engr. Research Center, I. S. U. ,76 cm row wide 
Soil type= Clarion Webster Complex , All plots are 137 m x 12.2 m 
1 = Heavy residue covered, planted by MaxEmerge w/coulter 
2 = Heavy residue covered, planted by MaxEmerge planter 
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planted as 1 
4 = Partial residue on ridge removed, planted as 1 
Figure A-2. Map of plot layout for field No. 67 in 1982 
Rep.  1 1 Rep.  2 j Rep.  3 ( Rep.  4 |  Rep.  5 Rep.  6  j 
5uct 5ucr 3 ci 2uci 2uct 3 ct 
5uci 5uci 3 ct 2uct 2uci 3 ci 
5 ct 5 ci 3uct 2 ci 2 ct 3uci 
5 ci 5 ct 3uci 2 ct 2 ci 3uct 
1 ci 3 ct 4uct 3uci 1 ct 1 ct 
1 ct 3 ci 4uci 3uct 1 ci 1 ci 
luct 3uct 4- ci 3 ct luci luci 
luci 3uci 4 ct 3 ci luct luct 
4 ci 2uct 2 ct 4uct s ct 4ugi 
4 ct 2uci 2 ci 4ugi 5 ci 4uct 
4uci 2 ct 2uci 4 ct 5uct 4 ci 
4uct 2 ci 2uct 4 ci 4uci 4 ct 
3uct 1 ct 5uci 1 ct 4uct 5 ct 
3uci 1 ci 5uct 1 ci 4uci 5 CI  
3 ct luci 5 ct luct 4 ci 5UCI 
3 ci luct 5 ci luci 4 ct suct 
2uci 4 ct luci 5uci 3uct 2uct 
2uct 4- ci luct 5uct 3uci 2uci 
2 ct 4uct 1 ci 5 ct 3 ct 2 ci 
?  ÇI  WI , 1  CT i  CI  3 ci 2 CT 
Agric. Engr. Research Center, I. S. U., 76 cm row wide 
Soil type = Clarion Webster complex, All plots are 56.4 m x 6.1 m 
1 = Rotary-tiller slot planter 
2 = Buffalo Till-planter 
3 = MaxEmerge planter w/free-rolling coulter 
4 = MaxEmerge planter w/^owered coulter 
5 = MaxEmerge planter w/trash-whipper 
UC = Unchopped stalks on ridge C = Chopped stalks on ridge 
T = Applied fertilizer on top of soil 
I = Knife-in the fertilizer 
Figure A-3. Map of plot layout for field No. 97 & 99 in 1983 
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Agric. Engr. Research Center, I. S. U. , 76 cm row wide 
Soil type = Clarion Webster complex, All plots are 27.4 m x 12.2 m 
1 = Heavy residue covered, planted by MaxEmerge w/coulter 
2 = Heavy residue covered, planted by MaxEmerge planter 
3 = All residue on ridge removed, planted as 1 
h = Partial residue on ridge removed, planted as 1 
Planting date: A-May 6, B-May 16, and C-May 26 
Figure A-4. Map of plot layout for field No. 67 in 1983 
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APPENDIX II. DATA RECORDED AND ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 
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Table A-1. Planting and harvest date of corn in each year 
Year Field No. Planting Harvest Days after planted 
1981 97 & 99 April 2 8  Oct. 19 174 
1982 97 & 99 April 2 8  Oct. 8 163 
67 May 10 Oct. 11 153 
1983 97 & 99 May 26 Sept. 29 126 
67-A May 6 Sept. 29 146 
67-b May 16 Sept. 29 136 
67-c May 2 6  Sept. 29 126 
Table A-2. Corn grain yields for each plot, adjusted to 
15.5^» as planted by different planters in 
1981 (Unit: t/ha) 
Plot 
planter ridge^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
buffalo till-planter uc 
c 
8.7 
6.4 
9.7 
9.4 
9.1 
9.9 
9.1 
8 . 9  
9.3 
9.7 
8 = 1 
8.4 
maxemerge planter w/ 
powered coulter uc 
c 
8.5 
8.5 
9.5 
9.9 
9.2 
9.8 
9-5 
8 . 6  
9.2 
9.3 
8.7 
8.1 
maxemerge planter w/ 
powered coulter uc 
c 
9 . 2  
8 . 9  
9.8 
8 . 6  
9.5 
9.3 
9.7 
10.0 
9.7 
9.6 
9.6 
9.4 
rotary-tiller slot 
planter uc 
c 
5.3 
4.2 
5.2 
3.9 
6 . 2  
7.8 
6 . 8  
8 . 2  
8 . 7  
7.5 
rotary-tiller slot 
planter w/o pressing 
wheel 
uc 
c 
7.5 
4.1 
5.9 
4.1 
7.1 
6.8 
7.0 
7.1 6': 3 
^Stalks on ridge were chopped (C) or unchopped (UC), 
^Powered coulter rotated as tractor wheels' direction. 
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Table A-3. Corn grain yields for each plot, adjusted to 
15.5%» as planted by different planters in 
1982 (Unit: t/ha) 
Plot 
Planter Ridge 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Buffalo Till-planter UC 8 . 8  9.3 9.0 8.9 8 . 3  9.6 
C 9.5 9.3 8.9 9.7 9.6 8.9 
MaxEmerge planter UC 8 . 8  7.5 8.2 8.4 9.3 8.9 
C 9.3 7.7 8 . 8  8.2 8.7 7.5 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter UC 9.1 9.8 7.5 8 . 9  9.0 8 . 6  
C 9.2 9.9 8 . 3  9.1 9.1 9.2 
MaxEmerge planter 
free-rolling coulter UC 8.1 8.5 6.9 7.9 9.1 8 . 5  
C 8.0 7.2 5.5 9.4 9.2 8 . 8  
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter UC 9.1 9.4 9.7 8 . 9  10.4 9.9 
C 9.5 8.6 9.7 7.6 9.5 8 . 1  
^Stalks on ridge were chopped (C) or unchopped (UC), 
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Table A-4. Corn grain yields for each plot, adjusted to 
15'5%t as planted by different planters in 
1983 (Unit: t/ha) 
Plot 
Planter F" 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Buffalo Till-planter UC I 5.2 6 . 3  6.7 6 . 3  3 . 0  5 . 8  
UC T 4.8 6 . 0  6.2 6.4 1.7 5.7 
C I 5.0 5.9 6 , 2  5.5 3.7 5.4 
C T 4.9 6 . 2  5.4 6 . 1  2.4 5.8 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter UC I 5.8 5 . 3  5.7 5.5 6.2 5.8 
UC T 5.3 5 . 0  4.5 5.8 6 . 3  5.9 
C I 6 . 1  5 . 5  5.1 6.2 6 . 2  6.8 
c T 5.8 4 . 5  4.9 5.3 6.2 7.0 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
6 . 3  4.3 4.7 powered coulter UC I 4.0 5.7 5.2 
UC T 5.1 6 . 3  4.6 6.5 6.2 4.6 
c I 5.5 6 . 3  4.0 6.0 5.8 5.7 
c T 4.8 6 . 5  4 . 9  6.8 5.7 4.6 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
6.2 5 . 4  6.0 trash-whipper UC I 5.7 5.7 5.9 
UC T 7.3 6.4 6 . 3  4.9 5.7 6.1 
c I 5.1 4.8 5.9 5.1 4.9 4.8 
c T 5.7 5.2 6.2 5 . 0  4.7 4.9 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter UC I 5.5 5.4 4 . 3  5.5 4.0 4.8 
UC T 2 . 1  5.7 5.5 5.2 5.0 4.6 
c I 4.3 3.8 3.3 5.7 4.0 4.7 
c T 2.8 4.3 3.8 5.9 3.3 4.9 
^Stalks on ridge were chopped (C) or unchopped . 
^Fertilizer was knifed-in (I) or broadcasted (T) 
on top of soil. 
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Table A-5. Analysis of variance for corn grain yields 
planted by different planters in 1981 
Source d.f. s.s. m.s. F-value 
Rep. 5 4590.5553 918.1111 
Factor A^ 4 28800.0693 7200.0173 
Error (a) 20 5145.1247 257.2562 
Sub-plots : h 
395.2666 395.2666 Factor 1 
A X B 4 261.0604 65.2651 
Error (h) 25 3751.4230 150.0569 
Total 59 
27.9877* 
2.6341 
0.4349 
^Planters. 
^Chopped and unchopped stalks. 
^Significance at the 5^ level. 
Table A-6. Analysis of variance for corn grain yields 
planted bv different planters in 1982 
Source d.f. s.s. in t s • F-value 
Main plots: . 
Rep. 5 1383.8670 276.7734 
Factor A 4 2852.5550 713.1388 3.4332 
Error (a) 20 4154.3250 207.7163 
Sub-plots: -, 
Factor B 1 20.4160 20.4160 0.2675 
A X B . 4 593.8690 148.4673 1.9450 
Error (b) 25 1908.2950 76.3318 
Total 
Planters . 
Chopped and unchopped stalks. 
Significance at the 5^ level. 
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Table A»7. Analysis of variance for corn grain yields 
as planted by different planters in 1983 
Source d.f. s.s. m a S a F-value 
Main plots: 
Rep. 5 12.9522 2,5904 
Factor A 4 20.7778 5.1945 1.9808 
Error (a) 20 52.4483 2,6224 
Sub-plot s : , 
Factor B 1 1.5419 1.5419 6,0230* 
A X B 4 4.6139 1.1535 4.5059 
Error (b) 25 6.3999 0.2560 
Factor C° 1 0.0159 0.0159 0.0465 
A X C 4 2.3279 0.5820 1.7013 
B X C 1 0.0021 0.0021 0.0061 
A X B X C 4 0.2851 0.0713 0.2084 
Error ( c )  5 0  17.1068 0.3421 
Planters • 
^Chopped and unehopped stalks. 
'^Fertilizer. 
* 
Significance at the 5 % level. 
Table A-8, Corn grain yields for each plot, adjusted 
to 15.5# moisture content, as affected by 
residue treatment in 1982 
Plot 
Residue treatment 1 2 3 4 5 
Heavy residue covered 10.0 9.5 9.6 9.4 9.3 
Heavy residue covered^ 9.4 9.7 9.4 9.4 9.3 
All residue on ridge 
removed 9.0 9.2 9.5 9.3 9.3 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed 9.2 9.2 9.0 9.2 8.5 
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
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Table A-9. Corn grain yields for each plot, adjusted to 
15'5% moisture content, as affected by 
residue treatment and planting date in 1983 
Planting Plot (Onlt, t/ha) 
Residue treatment date ~I 2 3 5 5 
Heavy residue covered A 5.0 6 . 0  5.7 7.0 6 . 3  
B 6 . 2  6.6 6.2 6 . 9  7.0 
C 7.1 6.6 6 . 2  6 . 8  7 . 0  
Heavy residue covered^ A 4.8 5.2 6 . 9  5.4 6.2 
B 6 . 2  5.7 6 . 9  6 . 7  7.2 
G 5.8 5.6 5.8 6 . 6  6 . 2  
All residue on ridge 
removed A 4.9 5.1 6 . 2  6 . 5  6.4 
B 5.0 5.8 5.5 6 . 9  7.3 
C 6 . 3  5.8 5.6 6.5 6.8 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed A 5.0 •4.6 6 . 5  5.7 5.8 
B 6.0 6.5 5.3 6 . 2  6 . 9  
C 7.1 5.0 6 . 7  6 . 2  6 . 0  
^Planting date: A-May 6, B-May l6, C-May 26 . 
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
Table A-10. Analysis of variance for corn grain yields as 
affected by residue on ridge in 1982 
Source d.f. s.s. m.s. F-value 
Rep. 4 0.3071 0.0768 
Residue tr. 3 0.8797 0.2932 5.2422* 
Error 12 0.6712 0.0559 
Total 19 1.8580 
*Significance at the 5 % level. 
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Table A-11. Analysis of variance for corn grain yields as 
affected by residue on ridge in 1983 
Source d.f. s.s. m.s. F-value 
Rep. 4 7.6715 1.9179 
Residue tr. 3 
Error (r) 12 
1.8959 
4.1130 
0.6320 
0.3428 
1.8436 
Planting 
date 2 
Error (p) 8 
4.4628 
5.4729 
2.2314 
0.6841 
3.2617 
R X P 6 
Error (rp) 24 
7.1995 
4.5764 
1.1999 
0.1907 
6.2926* 
Total 59 
Significance at the 5^ level. 
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Table A-12. Corn grain moisture content, as a percent of 
wet weight, at harvest as planted by different 
planters in 1981 
Plot 
Planter Ridge ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Buffalo Till-planter UC 
C 
19.6 
20.0 
19.6 
18.2 
19.3 
18.7 
17.7 
17.7 
18.3 
17.6 
19.5 
18.0 
MaxEmerge Planter w/ 
powered coulter UC 
C 
19.1 
20.8 
20.0 
20.1 
18.9 
18.3 l6.6 
18.5 
17.9 
19.1 
18.6 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter" UC 
C 
20.4 
20.2 
19.6 
19.0 
19.8 
20.5 
17.4 
18.2 
18.0 
17.2 
18.3 
18.2 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter UC 
C 
21.5 
20.5 
24.4 
18.2 
20.8 
18.9 
21.2 
20.2 
20.2 
20.6 
19.6 
19.8 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter w/o pressing 
wheel UC 
C 
21.6 
23.6 
21.0 
21.8 
20.9 
21.5 
20.9 
18.7 
20.9 
18.8 
20.1 
20.3 
^Stalks on ridge were chopped (C) or unchopped (UC). 
^Powered coulter rotated as tractor wheels' direction. 
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Table A-13.  Corn grain moisture content, as a percent of 
wet weight, at harvest as planted by different 
planters in 1982 
Plot 
Planter Ridge ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Buffalo Till-planter UC 22. 0 21.0 21.0 21. 0 23.0 19.0 
C 20. 0 23.0 22.0 21. 0 21.0 19.0 
MaxEmerge planter w/ UC 23. 0 23.0 23.0 20. 0 22.0 22.0 
C 21. 0 22.0 22.0 20. 0 22.0 24.0 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter UC 22. 0 21.0 21.0 20. 0 21.0 21.0 
C 22. 0 21.0 23.0 26. 0 19.0 22.0 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter UC 22. 0 20.0 21.0 22. 0 21.0 22.0 
C 21. 0 21.0 22.0 22. 0 20.0 21.0 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter UC 23. 0 26.0 23.0 22. 0 21.0 21.0 
C 22. 0 24.0 21.0 23. 0 20.0 22.0 
^Stalks on ridge were chopped (C) or unchopped (UC), 
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Table A-l4. Corn grain moisture content, as a percent of 
wet weight, at harvest as planted by different 
planters in 1983 
Planter 1 2 
Plot 
3 4 5 6 
Buffalo Till-planter UC I 22 21 23 18 18 17 
UC T 25 21 24 22 22 17 
c I 26 20 23 20 20 18 
c T 25 22 23 21 21 19 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter UC I 23 22 23 22 22 19 
UC T 22 23 23 19 19 20 
c I 22 24 20 18 18 18 
c T 22 23 25 19 19 20 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter UC I 22 21 21 17 17 21 
UC T 20 24 22 19 19 20 
c I 23 20 21 19 19 22 
c T 22 23 21 20 20 21 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
24 trash-whipper UC I 21 23 22 22 19 
UC T 24 24 22 20 20 19 
c • I 22 21 23 19 19 21 
c T 22 22 24 19 19 17 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter UC I 23 25 25 21 21 23 
UC T 29 24 23 23 23 22 
c I 23 23 24 19 19 20 
c T 26 24 25 20 20 20 
^idge treatment; stalks on ridge were chopped (C ) 
or unchopped (UC). 
^Fertilizer application; knife-in (I) or broadcast 
on top of soil (T). 
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TableA-15» Analysis of variance for corn grain moisture 
content as planted by different planters in 
1981 
Source d.f. s.s. m.s. F-value 
Main plots: 
Rep. 
Factor A 
Error (a) 
5 
4 
20 
30.1238 
51.6743 
14.1837 
6.0248 
12.9186 
0.7092 
18.2157* 
Sub-plots: ^ 
Factor B 
A X B 
Error (b) 
1 
i4-
25 
3.9015 
4.8510 
29.3475 
3.9015 
1.2128 
1.1739 
3.3235 
1.0331 
Total 59 
^Planters. 
Chopped and unchopped stalks. 
Significance at the 5/5 level. 
Table A-16. Analysis 
content 
1982 
1 of 
as 
variance for corn grain moisture 
planted by different planters in 
Source d i.f. s.s. m.s. . F-value 
Main plots: 
Rep. a 
Factor A 
Error (a) 
5 
4 
20 
9.3500 
12.9000 
50.9000 
1.8700 
3.2250 
2.5450 
1.2672 
Sub-plots: 
Factor B 
A X B 
Error (b) 
1 
k 
25 
0.0167 
5.9000 
36.5833 
0.0167 
1.4750 
1.4633 
0.0114 
1.0080 
Total 59 
^Planters. 
"'^Chopped and unchopped stalks. 
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Table A-17. Analysis of variance for corn grain moisture 
content as planted by different planters in 1983 
Source d.f. s.s. in • S • F-value 
Main plots: 
60.2550 Rep. 5 301.2750 * 
Factor A^ 4 59.5333 14.8833 4.5608 
Error (a) 20 65.2667 3.2633 
Sub-plots: , * 
Factor B 1 5.2083 5.2083 4.6226. 
A X B 4 31.3750 7.8438 6.9617 
Error (b) 25 28.1667 1.1267 
Factor 1 10.2083 10.2083 5.4035* 
A X C 4 10.1667 2.5417 1.3.454 
B X C 1 0.0751 0.0751 0.0398 
A X B X C 4 4.5916 1.1479 0.6076 
Error (c) 50 94.4583 1.8892 
Total 119 
' 
^Planters. 
^Chopped and unehopped stalks. 
^Fertilizer. 
Significance at the 5% level. 
1 
Table A-18. Corn grain 
wex weight 
in 1982 
moisture 
, at harve 
content, as a percent of 
st as affected by residue 
Plot 
Residue treatment 1 2 3 4 5 
Heavy residue covered 20.6 19.4 19.7 19.3 19.7 
Heavy residue covered^ 21.6 20.2 19.2 18.9 19.7 
All residue on ridge 
removed 21.5 20.1 19.6 20.0 19.1 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed 21.2 19.9 20.5 20.2 20.4 
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
Table A-19. Corn grain moisture content, as a percent of 
wet weight, at harvest as affected by residue 
and planting date in 1983 
Plot 
Residue treatment 
Planting 
date& 1 2 3 4 5 
Heavy residue covered A 19 20 19 20 20 
B 22 23 24 21 20 
C 24 23 24 21 23 
Heavy residue covered ^ A 19 19 19 20 20 
B 22 23 24 21 20 
C 24 24 22 21 25 
All residue on ridge 
removed A 19 19 21 19 20 
B 22 23 24 20 20 
G 25 23 24 22 22 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed A 18 19 19 19 21 
B 21 23 23 21 21 
C 24 23 22 23 24 
^Planting date: A-May 6, B-May l6, C-May 26. 
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
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TableA-20. Analysis of variance for corn grain moisture 
content as affected by residue on ridge in 1982 
Source d.f. S . 2 .  i n  •  s  «  F-value 
Rep. 4  10.3000 2.5750 
Residue tr. 3 1.0000 0.3333 0.8880 
Error 12 4.5000 0.3750 
Total 19 
* 
Significance at the level. 
Table A-21, Analysis of variance for corn grain moisture 
content as affected by residue on ridge in 1983 
Source d.f. s.s. IÏ1 • S f F-value 
Rep. 4 14.1667 3.5417 
Residue tr. 
Error (r) 
3 
12 
0.2000 
10.6333 
0.0667 
0.8861 
0 . 0 7 5 3  
Planting 
date 
Error (p) 
2 
8 
141.7000 
38.6333 
70.8500 
4.8292 
14.6713* 
R X P 
Error (rp) 
6 
24 
0.7000 
10.9667 
0.1167 
0.4569 
0.2554 
Total 59 
Significance at the level. 
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Table A-22. Emergence rate index of corn as affected by 
residue and planting date in 1983 for each plot 
Plot 
Planting 
Residue treatment date& 1 2 3 4 5 
Heavy residue covered A 5.3 5.7 4.5 5.3 4.4 
B 6.0 5.3 5.3 6.5 6.2 
C 6.8 6.8 8.5 7.1 5.8 
Heavy residue covered^ A 4.8 3.1 4.4 3.8 5.2 
B 6.3 6.3 5.4 6.3 6.5 
C 6.8 8.8 9.4 8.0 7.9 
All residue on ridge 
removed A 6.1 4.9 5.2 5.4 6.1 
B 6.8 4.6 6.1 6.3 5.9 
C 8.1 8.8 8.8 9.7 7.7 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed A 6.2 6.3 4.8 5.7 4 . 9  
B 7.1 5.4 5.3 6.3 5 . 9  
C  6.8 7.9 5.4 9.2 8.5 
^Planting date: A-May 6, B-May l6, C-May 26. 
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
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Table A-23» Plant height during first 8 weeks as affected 
by residue on ridge and planting date for each 
plot in 1983 (Unit: cm) 
Planting: Plot 
Residue treatment date^ 1 2 3 4 5 
Heavy residue covered A 128 117 107 109 119 
B 136 94 124 119 132 
C 183 168 18^ 211 165 
Heavy residue covered^ A 109 122 119 112 91 
B 143 127 143 134 140 
C 213 198 213 214 161 
All residue on ridge 
removed A 109 118 116 105 121 
B 149 109 127 123 128 
C 216 164 187 168 179 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed A 123 117 120 102 118 
B 147 101 92 121 135 
C 205 165 167 211 176 
Planting date; A-May 6, B-May I 6 ,  C-May 26. 
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
Table A-2'4. Analysis of variance for corn height as 
affected by residue on ridge and planting 
date in 1983 
Source d.f. s.s. in • S • F-value 
Rep. 4 3192 798 
Residue tr. 3 891 297 I.25O8 
Error (r) 12 2849 237 
Planting date 2 61938 30969 •  61.6912* 
Error (p) 8 4019 502 
R X P 6 1277 213 1.9836 
Error (rp) 24 2577 107 
Total 59 
Significance at the level. 
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Table A-25. Plant stem diameter at 12.7 cm about ground 
after first 8 weeks as affected by residue 
on ridge and planting date for each plot 
in 1983 (Unit; cm) 
Plot 
Residue treatment date& 1 2 .3 4 . 5 
Heavy residue covered A 2.76 2.45 2.67 2.64 2.76 
B 2.95 2.10 2.57 2.76 2 . 9 2  
C 2.95 2.64 2.98 3.11 2.95 
Heavy residue covered^ ' A 2.60 2.64 2.70 2.51 2.29 
B 2.73 2.76 2.64 2.73 2.51 
C 3.08 2.86 2.86 2.95 2.60 
All residue on ridge 
removed A 2.73 2.54 2.57 2.51 2.57 
B 2.98 2.51 2.45 2.67 2.86 
C 2.70 2.57 2.95 2.64 2.73 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed A 2.70 2.54 2.70 2.45 2.70 
B 2.64 2.38 2.35 2.67 2.67 
C 2.79 2.73 2.89 2.86 2.79 
^Planting date: A-May 6, B-May 16, C-May 26. 
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
Table A- 26. Analysis of variance for corn stem diameter 
as affected by residue and planting date in 1983 
Source d.f. s.s. m.s. F-value 
Rep. 4 92.5759 23.1440 
Residue tr. 3 19.5613 6.5204 0.5613 
Error (r) 12 139.4062 11.6172 
Planting date 2 156.5242 78.2621 7.9164 
Error (p) 8 79.0882 9.8860 
R X P 6 37.4709 6.2451 2.5274 
Error (rp) 24 59.3031 2.4710 
Total 59 
^Significance at the level. 
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Table A-27. Average corn height and stem diameter (12.7 cm 
about ground) after first 8 weeks as affected 
by residue on ridge and planting date in 1983 
(Unit; cm) 
Residue treatment Planting date^ Corn height Stem dia. 
Heavy residue covered A 115.8 2.65 
B 121.0 2.66 
C 182.4 2.93 
Heavy residue covered^ A 110.1 2.55 
B 137.3 2.67 
C 199.9 2.87 
All residue on ridge 
removed A 114.1 2.58 
B 127.2 2.69 
C 182.5 2.72 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed A 115.8 2.62 
B 119.3 2.54 
C 184.8 2.81 
^Planting date: A-May 6, B-May l6, C-May 26-
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
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Table A-28. Soil moisture content (D.B.) at different depth 
as affected by resddue on ridge in 1983 
Depth Date 
Residue treatment cm 0511 0516 0523 Average 
Heavy residue covered 2.54 20.7 32.9 37.0 30.2 
5 . 0 8  2 6 . 5  35.1 40.5 34.0 
7 . 6 2  25.0 30.3 34.2 29.8 
Heavy residue covered^ 2.54 27.3 25.0 36.7 29.7 
5.08 25.9 36.0 39.4 33.8 
7 . 6 2  25.7 35.5 37.5 32.9 
All residue on ridge 
removed 2.54 25.0 36.7 36.0 32.6 
5.08 26.3 43.9 43.2 37.8 
7 . 6 2  25.6 40.4 35.9 34.0 
Partial residue on 
ridge removed 2.54 2 2 . 2  32.3 35.7 3 0 . 1  
5.08 25.0 35.5 41.9 34.1 
7 . 6 2  26.  5 36.6 37.8 33.6 
^MaxEmerge planter without free-rolling coulter. 
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Appendix III. EXAMPLE OF CALCULATING EMERGENCE RATE INDEX 
(ERI) 
The following equation (Erbach, 1982) was used for 
calculating the value of ERI; 
last 
ERI = I. (^n-9S(n-l))/n 
n=first 
where : 
ioTi = percentage of plants emerged on day n 
= percentage of plants emerged on day n-1 
n = number of days after planting 
first = number of days after planting that the first 
plant emerged (first counting day) 
last = number of days after planting when emergence 
was considered complete (last counting date) 
If 
n : 12 15 18 21 30 
fou i 5 25 70 85 96 
then 
ERI = (25-5)/15 + (70-25)/l8 + (85-70)/21 + (96-85)/30 
= 1.33 + 2.50 + 0.71 + 0.37 
= 4.91 
11.3 
APPENDIX IV. THE PERCENT EMERGENCE ON VARIOUS DATES AFTER 
PLANTING 
Il4 
Table A-29. The percent emergence on various dates after 
planting as affected by different plaxiters on 
unchopped ridge in 1981 
Days after planting 
Planter 11 13 17 35 
Rotary-tiller 
slot planter 3 5 4-2 81 
Buffalo Till-planter 16 33 85 95 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 6 19 76 97 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 3 23 72 96 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter w/o pressing 
wheel 0 1 12 85 
^Powered coulter rotated as tractor wheels' direction. 
Table A-30. The ])ercent emergence on various dates after 
plani:ing as affected by different planters on 
chopped ridge in 1981 
Days after planting 
Planter 11 Ï3 17 35 
Rotary-tiller 
slot planter 2 11 35 90 
Buffalo Till-planter 32 51 76 96 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 7 50 85 96 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 4 19 84 96 
Rotary-tiller slot 
planter w/o pressing 
wheel 0 3 32 71 
^Powered coulter rotated as tractor wheels' direction. 
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Table A-31. The percent emergence on various dates after 
planting as affected by different planters on 
unehopped ridge in 1982 
Days after planting 
Planter 12 25 35 
Rotary-tiller 
slot planter 73 78 84 
Buffalo Till-planter 68 95 95 
MaxEmerge planter 22 82 94 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 90 93 94 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 55 88 93 
Table A-32. The percent emergence on various dates after 
planting as affected.by different planters on 
chopped ridge in 1982 
Days after planting 
Planter Î2 25 35 
Rotary-tiller 
slot planter 80 80 86 
Buffalo Till-planter 77 92 93 
MaxEmerge planter 45 82 88 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 88 90 92 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 92 94 95 
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Table A-33' The percent emergence on various dates after 
plani.ing as affected by different planters on 
unchopped ridge in 1983 
Days after planting 
Planter 10 13 35 
Rotary-tiller 
slot planter 42 92 95 
Buffalo Till-plani er 53 68 93 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 50 95 96 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 70 80 92 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
trash-whipper 68 78 90 
Table A-34. The percent emergence on various dates after 
planling as affected by different planters on 
chopped ridge in 1933 
Days after planting 
Planter ÎÔ 13 35 
Sotary-tille.r 
slot planter 70 80 84 
Buffalo Till-planier 75 84 93 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
powered coulter 68 93 95 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
free-rolling coulter 59 92 94 
MaxEmerge planter w/ 
trash-whipper 73 83 93 
